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This study analyses the existence, stability and self-organization of formation flight utilized
by migrant birds. Air is approximated as an incompressible inviscid flow, while birds are
modelled as elliptically loaded lifting-lines. Application of conventional wing theory leads
to newly derived, basic equations that describe the problem as a dynamical system of
multiple wings interacting with each other through induced flow field. Formation flight
is defined as the steady-state solution of the basic equations, in particular the solution that
all the birds fly at the same speed. In the case of a prescribed thrust, constant transverse
interval between adjacent birds, and a flock of physically identical birds, analytical study
of the basic equations reveals the facts that (1) formation flight is self-organized and (2)
this formation flight is stable. The new implication is that a configuration of formation
emerges as a result of nonlinear dynamical interaction between many birds and that this
nonlinear dynamical system does not exhibit chaotic behaviour. Numerical calculation
has also been done for cormorant-type birds with the same transverse interval between
flock members. The proposed numerical scheme quickly converges to very accurate results
owing to the recently derived, closed-form expression of induced velocity distribution
around an elliptically loaded lifting-line. Transverse intervals between birds are found to be
a more important factor than the number of birds. Configurations of formations are found
to be inverted U rather than inverted V. In these formations every bird enjoys the same
amount of drag reduction.
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1. Introduction

Large water birds are often observed to fly in a formation. As Ohanian (1998) recently
wondered,

Strings of migrating geese and ducks (and also fleets of bombers) usually fly
in a V-formation. Is there a physical reason for this? Presumably the wingtip
of each goose generates a trailing vortex, as the air spills around the wing
tip from the high-pressure zone above. Is the following goose trying to gain
extra lift from the upward flow in this vortex? If so, the leading goose has the
hardest job. Do the geese take turns at leading?

The effect of drag reduction in formation flight was noted at the dawn of aeronautics,
so let us recall the major former efforts to understand the physics of formation flight.
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In 1914, one year after Prandtl published his lifting-line theory, his collaborator
Wieselsberger pointed out the possibility that induced drag could be reduced owing
to the velocity field induced by bound and trailing vortices of nearby flock members
(Wieselsberger, 1914). He replaced a bird by a horseshoe vortex with constant strength,
and considered three birds in a staggered formation, i.e. a diagonal-line formation. His
sample calculation showed the bird in the middle gains 15·8% drag saving, but he did not
give an explanation of the V formation.

In the early 1940s Schlichting (1942, 1944) published two papers related to formation
flight. His first paper (Schlichting, 1942) analysed interaction among multiple airplanes by
using horseshoe vortices and prescribing V, transverse-line, and inverted-V formations. He
calculated rates of energy savings for various aircraft numbers, and recommended inverted-
V formations for practical reasons, i.e. visibility and almost evenly distributed drag. His
second paper (Schlichting, 1944) treated how variation in altitude affects power savings
in formation flight and reached the conclusion that vertical staggering did not bring any
advantages to power savings.

Lissaman & Shollenberger (1970) studied flight formation. They calculated and
showed drag saving in terms of bird spacing and the number of flock members. They
also showed a sample configuration of flight formation with the constraint that induced
drag be the same for all flock members, that is a parabola-like, inverted U. Their argument
relies on lifting-line theory, too. They tried an intuitive explanation of stability: if a bird
A speeds up and flies ahead of the formation, then this reduces its beneficial interference
with its neighbours and results in increase in the bird A’s drag; thus the bird A may be
pulled back into the formation. This scenario is not trivial because the phenomenon is
governed by nonlinear interaction between many birds. This paper tests their conjecture in
amathematically rigorous manner.

Since the 1970s, Hummel has been studying formation flight as an energy-saving
mechanism, for application to air carriers. He extended Schlichting’s horse-shoe vortex
method to analyse formation flight among wings with different spans (Hummel, 1973,
1978). His calculation showed energy-saving effects by prescribing a diagonal-line, V,
inverted-V, and other configurations among birds with the same or different sizes. The
inverted-U formation was also found for nearly uniform drag condition. Asymmetry of
velocity fields in a formation introduces yaw and roll to individuals. Hummel investigated
this effect and found it negligible (Hummel & Bock, 1981). His findings were summarized
(Hummel, 1983). He also conducted experiments using two aircraft (Beukenberg &
Hummel, 1986). In the experiments he confirmed an energy-saving effect. To analyse the
two-aircraft situation he also applied lifting surface theory and found little discrepancy
between horse-shoe vortex and lifting surface analyses (Hummel & Beukenberg, 1989).
All his findings are summarized in the recent literature (Hummel, 1995, 1996).

Filippone (1996) described bird formation flight by use of a horse-shoe vortex method.
By giving a priori geometry of formations, he calculated induced drag distribution over a
flock. He also used various heuristic optimization techniques to solve nonlinear equations
to determine the configuration that ensures that every bird has the same amount of induced
drag. He, too, found a parabola-like, inverted-U formation.

In 2001 biologists obtained evidence of energy saving in V-formation flight using direct
measurements of well-trained pelicans (Weimerskirchet al., 2001). Their measurements
show the facts: the rate of wing beat in the most advantageous position in a formation goes
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down to as low as 45% of a solo flight case; the rate of heart beat in a formation also
goes down to 8/9 that of solo flight. As Rayner (2001) points out, the evidence confirms
the aerodynamic prediction. Of course, as we shall discuss later, formation flight has
aerodynamic as well as behavioural aspects, but it should be emphasized that the former
aspect has been established.

Within this historical context we aim at an understanding of the nonlinear dynamics of
formation flight, for many of the former studies have focused on energy-saving effects and
the shapes of formations in a steady state.

To accomplish our aim we have tried to make our analysis not only as mathematically
rigorous as possible but also as numerically accurate as possible. As a consequence, this
becomes the second feature of the present study.

Another important feature is the use of the recently derived formula for induced flow
of an elliptic lifting-line system (Sugimoto, 2002). Most of the former studies made use of
horse-shoe vortices to analyse interaction among birds or aircraft. However, we know that
the conservation of fluid energy is violated by replacing a sheet of wake vorticity with a
pair of vortex filaments. As Lighthill (1989, p. 219) describes,

Finally, it rolls up into a pair ofrelatively narrow line vortices,. . .

As is already known, theserelatively (Lighthill’s italic) narrow vortices are quite well
modelled by circular vortices (Milne-Thomson, 1973). The radius of these circular vortices
is 0·219 times semi-span, and 10·4% of the total fluid energy is confined within these
vortices. The work done by drag exactly balances the total energy within the fluid in the
plane perpendicular to the wake. To replace a vortex sheet by a pair of line vortices is
equivalent to ignoring the 10% energy conveyed by wake vorticity. Therefore, our study
deals with the full lifting-line system: the vorticity bounded upon wings and flat sheets of
their wake. The flat-wake model may not be very realistic. However, it does not violate the
conservation of fluid energy and it is simple enough to allow analytic treatments. By this
model we derive the formula to extend the former studies and make our analysis sound
within the realm of the physical model to be used.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes vortex dynamics for our model
and basic equations. To describe the flow field we make use of the closed-form formula
for induced flow around an elliptically loaded wing in thez = 0 plane. Section 3 presents
an analysis and discussion on the nature of flow field around a lifting-line system and
the existence and stability of stationary solutions of the basic equations: all the former
studies treated stationary solutions only. Section 4 shows numerical results for cormorants
in a formation. The recently derived formula for induced flow plays an important role.
Firstly, owing to this, one can introduce a semi-analytical method of solution and obtain
very accurate results with seven significant digits. Secondly, the formula can afford much
information of the flow field around a wing, and this aids the understanding of the physics
behind the self-organization of formations. Studies are conducted on effects due to the
transverse intervals between birds and the number of birds. Sample calculation shows
inverted-U configurations again. Annotation of the results leads to discussion on the
physical and social nature of flight formations. Section 5 summarizes the findings.
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2. Theory

2.1 Assumptions

In this study all quantities are measured in mks units.
As flight speed is low and Reynolds number is high, it is appropriate to treat air as an

inviscid and incompressible fluid. Following conventional wing theory, however, we shall
model the very basic effects of viscosity by so-called zero-lift drag.

Vorticity distributes over a body surface and in wake. Vorticity over the body surface is
called bound vorticity, which is the main source of aerodynamic forces. Lifting-line theory
approximates bound vorticity by a single filament having vorticity distribution. This theory
is well known to predict the velocity field around a high aspect ratio wing as well as induced
drag, which is brought about in return for lift generation. Larger birds are known to make
the most of formation flight, and their aspect ratio is at least larger than ten. Therefore it is
appropriate to adopt lifting-line theory for this study.

In steady states a trailing vortex sheet consists of a streamwise vorticity in the wake.
But due to non-steady motion, transverse components of vorticity will be shed into the
wake. This study neglects effects due to the transverse vorticity in the wake for the
following reasons: (1) acceleration or deceleration of bird flight is as moderate as quasi-
steady motion; (2) periodic shedding of positive and negative vorticity by wing flapping is
cancelled out in a time-averaged sense. Larger birds are known to flap wings slowly and
manoeuvre slowly. Unsteadiness in lifting-line theory is well classified by typical length
scales and wave length due to unsteady motion (Wilmott, 1988). Letcmax, s, U , and f
denote the maximum chord, full-span, flight velocity, and the frequency of the motion,
then the relation

cmax � s/2 � U/ f

holds for the slow flapping flight of large birds. For example (Tennekes, 1996), if a
cormorant, with a semi-span of 0·8 mand a root chord of 0·2 m, flies at the cruising speed of
15 m s−1 by flapping its wing one or two times a second, then the wavelengthU/ f becomes
around 7·5 ≈ 15 m, which is 10–20 times larger than the semi-span. This frequency regime
is called Regime I, in which a quasi-steady theory is adequate and unsteady effects are of
smaller order than three-dimensional effects (Wilmott, 1988). The most powerful support
for this assumption is the fact that direct measurements showed the reduction of wing beat
in a formation as reported by Weimerrskirchet al. (2001). The quasi-steady theory takes
account of apparent mass effect along with steady aerodynamics.

Thus the steady lifting-line theory is a fairly good approximation to study the skeletal
structure of the physics behind formation flight.

Forces acting on a bird are given by the following volume integral (Lighthill, 1989;
Saffman, 1992):

F = ρ

∫
u × ωdV , (2.1)

whereF, ρ, u, andω denote an aerodynamic force vector, air density, a velocity vector, and
a vorticity vector, respectively. The velocity vector and the vorticity vector are interrelated
by

ω = ∇ × u. (2.2)
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FIG. 1. Coordinate system and vortex systems. Thick lines denote bound vortices, and thin lines represent
wake vorticity. Curved arrows indicate typical directions of vortex rotation, when positive lift is generated.
The coordinate systemx and y are non-dimensionalized by use of the root chordcmax and the semi-spans/2,
respectively.

Velocity field consists of two components. One is uniform flow relative to the bird,
corresponding to its forward flight. Another is velocity induced by distributed vorticity.
When vorticity distribution is known, Biot–Savart’s relation, an inverted version of (2.2),
gives induced velocityu:

u(r) = 1

4π

∫
ω(r′) × (r − r′)

|r − r′|3 dV (r′), (2.3)

wherer andr′ denote the position vectors ofu andω, respectively.
Throughout this study I shall usex and y coordinates non-dimensionalized by use of

the root chordcmax and the semi-spans/2, respectively.
Figure 1 shows the coordinate system and the vortex systems that stand for birds in a

flock. We takex andy coordinates following aeronautical convention as shown in Fig. 1,
but z should be a relative altitude. Every bird, with its bound vortex parallel to they
direction, is assumed to fly toward the negative-x direction at the same altitude,z = 0.
The reason for the proposed layout, where every bird flies at the same altitude, is given as
follows. Thei th bird’s drag, a force parallel to the flight direction, is affected most strongly
by the neighbouringj th bird, if az-component of velocity induced by thej th bird becomes
the largest. The equation (2.3) shows this occurs if bothi th and j th birds are at the same
altitude for the fixedx andy components.

The situation depicted in Fig. 1 and (2.1) leads to the fact that there is no transverse
force to changey-directional intervals between birds, because there is noy-directional
component in induced velocity norz-directional component of the vorticity. Thus the
transverse intervals remain unchanged in the present problem and so this study treats
transverse intervals as given quantities.

It is also pointed out that, in the wake, velocity vectors are parallel to the wake vorticity,
and hence the wake will not generate forces.

The study does not consider the aerodynamic moments, because their effects are known
to be of negligible order (Hummel & Bock, 1981).
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2.2 Derivation of basic equations

The lift acting on thei th bird is expressed as

ρ

∫
wing

uiωi dV = 1

2
ρu2

i Si CLi , (2.4)

where the subscripti is used to identifyi th bird quantities;ui , ωi , Si , andCLi designate
horizontal velocity, bound vorticity, wing area and lift coefficient, respectively. The left-
hand side of (2.4) is a lift component of (2.1), while the right-hand side is an expression
of lift after conventional wing theory. It should be noted that the identity (2.4) leads to the
relation thatωi is in proportion toui CLi , and hence velocity due to this vorticity is also in
proportion toui CLi . Using these relations one can estimate induced drag as

−ρ

∫
wing

(velocity)ωi dV ∝



ρu2
i C2

Li
for self-induction

ρui u j CLi CL j for interaction withj th bird.
(2.5)

Introducing interaction functionsG ji , the j th bird’s influence upon thei th bird, induced
drag can be written as

n∑
j=1

{
1

2
ρui u j Si CLi CL j

G ji

πAR j

}
,

where the factorπAR j is introduced to normalize the self-interaction;AR j denotes the
aspect ratio of thej th bird’s wing;n is the total number of birds. An interaction function is
given by the normalized integral of a product of induced velocity and vorticity distribution.
An explicit form for an elliptically loaded wing is given in Section 3.

Let us derive equations of motion for thei th bird. As described in the assumptions,
altitude is desired to be constant. This means that a vertical equilibrium must always be
fulfilled:

mi g = 1

2
ρu2

i Si CLi , (2.6)

wheremi andg denote thei th bird’s mass and the acceleration due to gravity, respectively.
On the other hand, the equation for horizontal motion is given by

mi u̇i = 1

2
ρu2

i Si CD0i +
n∑

j=1

{
1

2
ρui u j Si CLi CL j

G ji

πAR j

}
− Ti , (2.7)

where a single dot denotes the first derivative with respect to time; the first and second
terms on the right-hand side are zero-lift drag and induced drag, respectively; the third
term isi th bird’s thrust.

Solving (2.6) with respect toCLi and substituting this relation for (2.7), some algebra
leads to

u̇i = αi u
2
i +

n∑
j=1

β j G ji u
−1
i u−1

j − τi , (2.8)
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where

αi = ρSi CD0i

2mi
,

β j = 2m j g2

πAR jρS j
,

and

τi = Ti

mi
,

Bothαi andβ j are given positive constants.
Since our aim is to consider how the dynamics of formation flight behaves intrinsically,

or without controlling anything, the thrust is assumed to be a given value, consisting of
positive average thrust and sinusoidal fluctuation:

τi = τ̄i + δτi exp iΩ t,

where

τ̄i = lim
t→∞

1

t

∫ t

0
τi dt;

δτi andΩ denote the amplitude and circular frequency of fluctuation, respectively. The
constant thrust is also an optimum strategy for long-distance flight, which is discussed
briefly in the Appendix.

A set of (2.8) fori = 1, 2, . . . , n governs the mechanics of formation flight. The
dynamics can be represented byui , and the geometry of formation byG ji .

We shall examine the existence and stability of the stationary solutions of (2.8). What
we call formation flight is the stationary solution of (2.8), such that every birds flies at the
same velocity.

3. Analytical results and discussion

This section clarifies the necessary condition for the feasibility of formation flight to a
general extent and the global and asymptotic stability of formations for a particular case
by using the nature of the flow field about a flock.

3.1 Nature of induced velocity distribution around an elliptic lifting-line system

To study the mechanics of formation flight, it is necessary to know the induced velocity
field around a wing. As stated in the previous section, this study is interested in thez-
component of velocity induced by another bird at the same altitude, i.e.z = 0. We denote
this velocity component, in short induced velocity, byw(x, y, 0) or simplyw(x, y).

Most former studies made use of a horse-shoe vortex with constant strength, but
this study assumes a vortex system with an elliptic load distribution. An elliptic load
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distribution possesses favourable features: (1) it is more realistic than uniform load
distribution; (2) it corresponds to the first harmonics of Fourier series and (3) it is known to
induce minimum drag upon a single wing, and hence subtle effects due to formation flight
can be examined. A wing is placed upon a segment[−1, 1] of the y-axis. The vortices
bounded upon the wing are given by using the circulationγ (y)

ω = (0, γ (y), 0)

=
(

0,
εuγ0

2

√
1 − y2, 0

)
for y ∈ [−1, 1], (3.1)

whereε, u andγ0 designate the ratio of root chord to semi-span, flight velocity and the
circulation at the wing root, respectively.

The wake consists of changes in the vorticity shed from the wing:

ω =
(

−dγ (y)

dy
, 0, 0

)

=
(

−εuγ0

2

d

dy

{√
1 − y2

}
, 0, 0

)
for x × y ∈ [0, ∞] × [−1, 1]. (3.2)

Until recently it was not known whether there existed a closed-form expression for
induced velocity distribution around an elliptically loaded wing in thez = 0 plane: its
derivation seemed awkward (see Phillips, 1985 for the known analytic formulae). But it
is not as cumbersome as might be thought (Sugimoto, 2002). Let us start by substituting
the vorticity distribution (3.1), (3.2) for (2.3). The following integral calculates velocity
induced at a field point(x, y) by these vortices:

w(x, y) = εγ0

8π

∫ 1

−1

−εx
√

1 − η2{
ε2x2 − (y − η)2

}3/2
dη

−εγ0

8π

∫ 1

−1

∫ ∞

0

y − η{
(εx − ξ)2 − (y − η)2

}3/2

d

dη

{√
1 − η2

}
dξdη.

Integrating the second term on the right-hand side of the equation above in terms ofξ , one
obtains the induced velocity in a non-dimensional, more concise form,g:

g(x, y) = 8π

εγ0
w(x, y)

=
∫ 1

−1

√
1 − η2

{
1 + εx√

ε2x2 + (y − η)2

}
dη

(y − η)2
, (3.3)

where we take Hadamard’s finite part of the improper integral above.
The functionG ji , which governs the aerodynamic interaction between birds, is given

by substituting the induced velocity distribution (3.3) for (2.1):

G ji = − 2

π2

∫ 1

−1

√
1 − η2g(x ji , Y ji ) dη, (3.4)
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whereY ji designatesη + |y ji |; x ji andy ji are respectively thex andy components of the
distance between thej th andi th birds andg is −π for j = i , while g for j 
= i is given
by a positive-valued function

g(x ji , Y ji ) = π
Y ji −

√
Y 2

j i − 1√
Y 2

j i − 1

+ 2ε j x ji[{
ε2

j x2
j i + (Y ji − 1)2

} {
ε2

j x2
j i + (Y ji + 1)2

}]1/4

×
{

Y ji

Y ji − σ j i
Π (n ji , k2

j i ) + σ j i Y ji

1 − σ j i Y ji
K(k2

j i )

− (1 − σ 2
j i )Y ji

(1 − σ j i Y ji )(Y ji − σ j i )
E(k2

j i )

}
(3.5)

where

n ji = 1 − σ j i Y ji

Y ji (Y ji − σ j i )
,

k2
j i = σ j i (1 − σ j i Y ji )

(1 − σ 2
j i )Y ji

,

σ j i = δ j i −
√

δ2
j i − 1,

δ j i = ε2
j x2

j i + Y 2
j i + 1

2Y ji
,

ε j = 4

πAR j
.

FunctionsΠ , K, andE in (3.5) are the complete elliptic integrals of three kinds. It should
be emphasized that the use of (3.5) does not violate the conservation of energy.

Studying (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5), we are led to the following statements. Supposing that
all then birds, having elliptically loaded circulation, fly together at the same altitude, then

(1) Any interaction function between one bird and another is always negative:

G ji < 0 if j 
= i; (3.6)

It can be found in standard textbooks (Lighthill, 1989; Milne-Thomson, 1973) that the
self-interaction function is always positive. That is

Gii > 0.
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(2) The interaction functions are odd and monotonically decreasing in a streamwise
direction in terms ofx ji = xi − x j , the x-component of the distance from thej th
bird’s centre of bound vortex to that of thei th bird:

∂x G ji < 0, (3.7)

where

∂x G ji = ∂G ji

∂x ji
.

(3) The first derivative of interaction functions with respect tox ji are even functions of
x ji : (

∂x G ji
)

x ji =−x = (
∂x G ji

)
x ji =x . (3.8)

In reality the above-mentioned statements hold true for formation flight ofn birds
havingnon-negative circulation.

3.2 Global attractiveness and feasibility of formation flight

This section examines the feasibility of formation flight on the basis of (2.8). We shall
make the most of the phase portrait, because it depicts behaviours of formation flight, and
upper and lower bounds for acceleration help us confirm the existence of a global attractor
to (2.8).

An upper bound for the right-hand side of (2.8) can be obtained by dropping all the
interaction terms and using the minimum thrust:

αi u
2
i + βi Gii u

−2
i − τ̄i + δτi , (3.9)

because interaction terms are negative. It should be noted that the upper bound corresponds
to the solo flight condition. Let us define two critical velocities by equating the expression
above with zero:

uiT O = −
√

τ̄i − δτi − √
(τ̄i − δτi )2 − 4αiβi Gii

2αi
, (3.10)

and

uiF+ = −
√

τ̄i − δτi + √
(τ̄i − δτi )2 − 4αiβi Gii

2αi
. (3.11)

Then the upper bound (3.9) becomes negative forui ∈ (uiF+ , uiT O ) and non-negative
otherwise. Critical velocitiesuiF+ anduiT O roughly correspond to the cruising and take-off
velocities of solo flight, respectively.

Let us proceed to the estimation of lower bounds. The inequalities (3.6) and (3.7) assure


Gii > 0,

0 > G ji > G∞
j i for j 
= i,

(3.12)
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where

G∞
j i = lim

x ji →∞ G ji .

This study confines its discussion on birds’ flight to the following case:

u jT O � u j for all j . (3.13)

The relation above is equivalent to the condition that all the birds fly at velocities faster
than take-off speeds. Formation will be made in the air after every bird takes off. So the
inequality (3.13) holds.

Relations (3.12) and (3.13) lead to

0 > β j G ji u
−1
j u−1

i > β j G
∞
j i u−1

jT Ou−1
i .

The rightmost expression consists of a lower bound. Using the relation above, one finds
the lower and upper bounds for the right-hand side of (2.8):

αi u
2
i + βi Gii u

−2
i − τ̄i + δτi > αi u

2
i +

n∑
j=1

β j G ji u
−1
i u−1

j − τi

> αi u
2
i + βi Gii u

−2
i − τ̄i − δτi +

{∑
j 
=i

β j G
∞
j i u−1

jT O

}
u−1

i .

(3.14)

The last term of the lower bound is a hyperbola in terms ofui , and its coefficient in braces
is a positive constant.

One can derive a tighter lower bound if

u jF+ � u j for all j .

Replacingu jT O with u jF+ , one obtains another lower bound:

αi u
2
i + βi Gii u

−2
i − τ̄i − δτi +

{∑
j 
=i

β j G
∞
j i u−1

jF+

}
u−1

i . (3.15)

The acceleratioṅui is a single-valued explicit function with respect toui , and hence the
i th bird’s phase portrait of formation flight must be located somewhere in between these
bounds. Figure 2 shows a sample locus of thei th bird’s flight as a solid line meandering
in a region between the upper and lower bounds. In this figure the lower bounds #1 and
#2 denote those in (3.14) and (3.15), respectively. Another critical velocityuiF− shown in
Fig. 2 is defined as the intersection between theui -axis and the lower bound #2:

uiF− = −1

2

{
√

p + v +
√

p − v + 2q√
p + v

}
, (3.16)
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alpha= 0.00365 beta= 40.9 tau= 0.995 Flock Merit
ui Upper BounLower Bou Lower Bound #2

-5.8 0.3436
-6 0.27251

-6.5 0.12726
-7.1025 -9.8E-05 -0.21129

-7.5 -0.06258 -0.26258
-8 -0.12234 -0.30984

-8.5 -0.1652 -0.34167
-9 -0.19441 -0.36108

-9.5 -0.2124 -0.3703
-10 -0.221 -0.371

-10.5 -0.22161 -0.36447
-11 -0.21533 -0.3517

-11.5 -0.20302 -0.33346
-12 -0.18537 -0.31037

-12.5 -0.16293 -0.28293
-13 -0.13614 -0.25152

-13.5 -0.10537 -0.21648
-14 -0.07093 -0.17807

Lower Bound #1

Lower

Bound

#2

Upper

Bound

O

dui /dt

ui

u
iTO

u
iF+

u
iF-

accelerating

decelerating

FIG. 2. Typical phase portrait ofi th bird’s flight in a formation. The upper bound is given by (3.9) and the lower
bounds #1 and #2 denote (3.14) and (3.15), respectively.

where

v = a − bc

1 − c
,

a = 32pr + 9q2

24pr + 2p2
(−1 + d),

b = 32pr + 9q2

24pr + 2p2
(−1 − d),

c =
{

1 + 96pr + 27q2

72pr + 27q2 − 2p3
d

}−1/3

,

d =
√

1 − 4
(12r + p2)(16r2 + 12p2r + 3pq2)

(32pr + 9q2)2
,

p = τ̄i + δτi

αi
,

q =
∑

j 
=i β j G∞
j i u−1

j F+
αi

,
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r = β j Gii

αi
.

Let us consider the global attractiveness of the state whereu̇i = 0 and ui ∈
(uiF− , uiF+). To annotate the phase portrait one should recall the present notation: (1) a
bird is flying toward the negativex-direction; (2) thereforeui is negative; (3) the upper
and lower halves about theui -axis correspond to deceleration and acceleration regions,
respectively.

Firstly let us think about the meaning ofuiT O as the velocity limit of stable take-off.
Suppose a flight condition of a bird goes along the upper bound: (1) the bird will be
decelerated, if it flies slower thanuiT O ; (2) the bird will be accelerated otherwise. This
leads to a necessary condition for stable take-off: fly faster thanuiT O .

Once a bird takes off at a velocity faster thanuiT O , then this bird will be accelerated
toward the condition, that iṡui = 0 andui ∈ (uiF− , uiF+). Even if the flight condition
goes further into the regioṅui > 0, then the bird is decelerated. Thus the flight condition,
u̇i = 0 andui ∈ (uiF− , uiF+), globally attracts any motion of a bird. Henceforth we call
this flight condition the cruising state.

If we take a look at (3.14), then it becomes clear that the basic mechanism is well
described by the equation of solo flight with the minimum thrust:

u̇i = αi u
2
i + βi Gii u

−2
i − τ̄i + δτi . (3.17)

This can be solved analytically, but implicitly,

(
ui − uiF+
ui + uiF+

)−uiF+ (
ui + uiT O

ui − uiT O

)−uiT O = κ exp
[
−2αi

(
u2

iF+ − u2
iT O

)
t
]
, (3.18)

whereκ is an arbitrary constant depending on the initial value. There is a stable steady-
state solution atui = uiF+ , and Fig. 3 shows a sample of time history. Initially a bird is
exponentially accelerated; meanwhile the velocity becomes almost proportional to time; in
the end the motion is exponentially attracted to the steady state, i.e.u̇i = 0 andui = uiF+ .
The following relation holds at the equilibrium:(

∂ u̇i

∂ui

)
ui =uiF+

< 0,

that is

Gii <
αi u4

iF+
βi

. (3.19)

This inequality assures the existence of restoring forces toward the equilibrium and hence
the necessary condition of its stability.

Thus the cruising state,̇ui = 0 andui ∈ (uiF− , uiF+), plays a vital role as a global
attractor even in formation flight. That is, formation flight is feasible only at this cruising
state. On the other hand, formation flight means that every flock member flies at the
same velocity. Therefore, the following statement becomes a necessary condition for the
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FIG. 3. Typical time history of solo flight. The sample calculation is given by (3.18) using the data in Section 4.1.

feasibility of formation flight:

n⋂
i=1

(uiF− , uiF+) 
= ∅, (3.20)

that is, every flock member has a possible range of the cruising state overlapping all the
other members’.

It should, however, be noted that the feasibility requirement (3.20) does not ensure the
existence or uniqueness of formation flight.

3.3 Existence of formation flight

The previous section showed the necessary condition for the feasibility of formation flight
in a rather general sense. In this section a proof is given of the existence of flight formation
for physically identical birds flying with constant thrust at a transverse interval.

Weshall treat the case that every flock member has the same parameters:

∀αi = α, ∀βi = β, ∀τ̄i = τ̄ , ∀δτi = δτ .

Then one obtains relations on velocities and the equations of motion withoutδτ terms:

ẋi = c−1
maxui ,

u̇i = αu2
i + β

n∑
j=1

G ji u
−1
i u−1

j − τ̄ , for i = 1, 2, . . . , n (3.21)

wherexi designates thex-coordinate of thei th bird. The flock members are given numbers
ranging from number one upon the far left ton upon the far right. In this case the necessary
condition (3.20) is fulfilled, because all the possible ranges of flock members’ cruising
speeds coincide with one anothers’.
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If formation flight or an equilibrium exists, then the following must hold:

ẋi = c−1
maxū,

0 = αū2 + β

n∑
j=1

Ḡ ji ū
−2 − τ̄ , for i = 1, 2, . . . , n (3.22)

whereū denotes the terminal velocity of an entire flock given by

ū = −

√√√√ τ̄ +
√

τ̄2 − 4αβ
∑n

j=1 Ḡ ji

2α
; (3.23)

Ḡ ji denotes the interaction function in a steady formation and is a function of unknown
x ji = xi − x j .

There aren different expressions of̄u. Equating these, we obtain a set ofn − 1
equations, which are reduced to

n∑
j=1

Ḡ j1 =
n∑

j=1

Ḡ j2 = · · · =
n∑

j=1

Ḡ jn . (3.24)

These equations determine a configuration of a flight formation, and we shall prove the
existence of a solution set to (3.24). To complete the proof, it is convenient to use a
conservation law in terms of interaction functions:

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Ḡ ji = nG(n), (3.25)

or

G(n) = 1

n

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Ḡ ji ,

whereG(n) is an average of interaction functions and constant. The law insists that the
total induced drag of the entire flock is conserved. This is not surprising because inviscid
flow is conservative in its nature. One can verify the conservation law by differentiating
the left-hand side of (3.25) byxk

∑
i 
=k

∂xki

∂xk
∂x Ḡki +

∑
j 
=k

∂x jk

∂xk
∂x Ḡ jk = −

∑
i 
=k

∂x Ḡki +
∑
j 
=k

∂x Ḡ jk

=
∑
i 
=k

{
∂x Ḡik − ∂x Ḡki

}
= 0, (3.26)

because of the nature of flow field (3.8) and the identity of all the vortex systems. Relation
(3.26) holds true for anyxk , so the left-hand side of (3.25) is found constant.
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The advantage of formation flight can be seen through the average of interaction
functions. We shall show that

G(n) < G(n − 1). (3.27)

Suppose the special situation of ann-bird formation: n − 1 birds are flying closely
together while one bird flies infinitely far downstream of all the other birds. Apparently
n − 1 upstream birds do not gain any upwash induced by the one flying far downstream.
Therefore their portion of interaction functions is equivalent to the total ofn − 1 birds in
a formation, i.e.(n − 1)G(n − 1). The one far downstream enjoys the maximum merit
from its flock members. Let the one far downstream be thei th bird andG∞

j i be this one’s
interaction function in terms of thej th bird. Using the inequality (3.12), it follows that

n∑
j=1

G∞
j i < G(n). (3.28)

The total value of the entire flock’s interaction functions must be equal tonG(n), soone
reaches the inequality

nG(n) = (n − 1)G(n − 1) +
n∑

j=1

G∞
j i

(3.29)
< (n − 1)G(n − 1) + G(n),

and hence (3.27) holds. The larger the flock becomes, the less induced drag acts on each
flock member.

Now we shall show the existence of formation flight. The conservation law of
interaction functions (3.25) can be rewritten as

(gn − G(n)eT
n ) · en = 0, (3.30)

where

gn =
(

n∑
j=1

Ḡ j1,

n∑
j=1

Ḡ j2, . . . ,

n∑
j=1

Ḡ jn

)
,

en = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T.

The relation (3.30) implies that the locus ofgn vector is confined upon the(n − 1)-
dimensional hyperplane, perpendicular toen , in n-dimensional space.

Now let us evaluate the value range that the sum of thei th bird’s interaction functions
can take. The largest value isG(1) when this bird flies infinitely far upstream of all the
other birds. The minimum value is attained whenn − 1 birds fly closely together infinitely
upstream of thei th bird. In this case the total interaction functions of thei th bird can be
given by

∑n
j=1 G∞

j i . Therefore thei th bird’s total interaction functions can take values in
between these bounds:

n∑
j=1

G ji ∈
[

n∑
j=1

G∞
j i , G(1)

]
.
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The important thing is that interaction functions are continuous, and that the special value
G(n) is within this range. From (3.27) the following is obvious:

G(n) < G(1).

The relation above and the inequality (3.28) lead to

n∑
j=1

G∞
j i < G(n) < G(1). (3.31)

The derivation of this inequality is independent of the choice of thei th bird among
the flock. The continuity of real-valued functions and the inequality (3.31) ensures the
existence of a solution set to (3.24):

n∑
j=1

G ji = G(n) for all i .

Figure 4 shows a hyperplane in the case ofn = 3. The formation is fulfilled at the centre
of the figure about this feasible region in the hyperplane.

3.4 Stability of formation flight

The study starts from the case of constant thrust, and then moves to the case of fluctuating
thrust that simulates flapping. Let us study the linear stability of formation flight under
small disturbances. Suppose the equilibrium is disturbed as

xi → xi + δxi ,

ū → ū + δui ,
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then using (3.21) and (3.22) we are led to linearized equations on disturbances

δ ẋi = c−1
maxδui ,

δu̇i ≈ 2αūδui − βū−3
n∑

j=1

Ḡ ji (δui + δu j ) + βū−2
n∑

j=1

∂x Ḡ ji (δxi − δx j ). (3.32)

Now we shall show that the following is a Liapunov function for the system (3.32):

H = 1

2

n∑
i=1

(δui )
2 − cmaxβū−2

4

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

∂x Ḡ ji (δxi − δx j )
2. (3.33)

Firstly, the following relation holds:

H � 0, (3.34)

because of the positiveness of the parameters,cmax andβ, and the inequality (3.7).
Let us take a first derivative of the function (3.33) with respect to time. Use of (3.22)

and (3.32) leads to

Ḣ =
n∑

i=1

δuiδu̇i − βū−2

2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

∂x Ḡ ji (δxi − δx j )(δui − δu j )

= 2αū
n∑

i=1

(δui )
2 − βū−3

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Ḡ ji (δui + δu j )δui

+βū−2
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

∂x Ḡ ji (δxi − δx j )δui − βū−2

2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

∂x Ḡ ji (δxi − δx j )(δui − δu j ).

(3.35)

The last term on the right-hand side of (3.35) can be rewritten as

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

∂x Ḡ ji (δxi − δx j )(δui − δu j ) =
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

∂x Ḡ ji (δxi − δx j )δui

−
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

∂x Ḡ ji (δxi − δx j )δu j

= 2
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

∂x Ḡ ji (δxi − δx j )δui , (3.36)

because

∂x Ḡi j = ∂x Ḡ ji .

The equality above is equivalent to (3.8), because every bird is the identical vortex system.
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Substituting (3.36) for (3.35), one obtains a quadratic form in terms of velocity
fluctuations as follows:

Ḣ = 2αū
n∑

i=1

(δui )
2 − βū−3

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Ḡ ji (δui + δu j )δui

=
n∑

i=1

{
2αū − βū−3

n∑
j=1

Ḡ ji

}
(δui )

2 − βū−3
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

Ḡ jiδu jδui

= −βū−3δuTGδu, (3.37)

where

δu = (δu1, δu2, . . . , δun)T,

and

G =




G∆0 G∆1 G∆2 · · · G∆n−1
G∆1 G∆0 G∆1 · · · G∆n−2
G∆2 G∆1 G∆0 · · · G∆n−3

··· ··· ··· · · · ···
G∆n−1 G∆n−2 G∆n−3 · · · G∆0


 . (3.38)

The diagonal component of the matrix above is given by

G∆0 = Ḡii +
n∑

j=1

Ḡ ji − 2αū4

β
< 0 for all i . (3.39)

The diagonal components are all the same because of (3.24). The inequality holds true for
the following reason. The left-hand side of this inequality can be rewritten as

2

(
Ḡii − αū4

β

)
+

∑
j 
=i

Ḡ j i .

The first term in the parentheses is negative because of (3.19) and the second term is a sum
of negative interaction functions̄G ji . Hence the inequality (3.39) holds.

The remaining components in the matrix (3.38) are defined by

G∆k = Ḡi,i+k + Ḡi+k,i

2
. (3.40)

We shall show that this component is independent ofi . Let us start from the following
integral: ∫ x

−x

∂Gi+k,i

∂xi
dxi = Gi+k,i (x, y) − Gi+k,i (−x, y)

= Gi+k,i (x, y) − Gi,i+k(x, y), (3.41)
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because of (3.8) and the identity of thei th and(i + k)th vortex systems. It should be
pointed out thatGi+k,i (−x, y) is equal toGi,i+k(x, y). On the other hand the integrand on
the left-hand side of (3.41) is an even function ofx , and hence one obtains∫ x

−x

∂Gi+k,i

∂xi
dxi = 2

∫ x

0

∂Gi+k,i

∂xi
dxi = 2

(
Gi+k,i (x, y) − Gi+k,i (0, y)

)
. (3.42)

Subtraction of (3.41) from (3.42) yields

Gi+k,i (x, y) + Gi,i+k(x, y) − 2Gi+k,i (0, y) = 0,

that is

Gi+k,i (x, y) + Gi,i+k(x, y)

2
= Gi+k,i (0, y). (3.43)

The left-hand side of the relation above is equal toG∆k , and the right-hand side is a
function ofy, or k, only. ThereforeG∆k is independent ofx , or i . It is also pointed out that
G∆k corresponds to an interaction function among birds flying in a straight transverse line,
and that the suffixk represents a transverse distance betweenk birds. Hence the following
relations hold:

G∆1 < G∆2 < · · · < G∆n−1 < 0. (3.44)

The relation betweenG∆0 andG∆1 can be evaluated by use of (3.19) and (3.27):

G∆0 = Ḡ11 + G(n) − 2αū4

β

< Ḡ11 + G(2) − 2αū4

β

= Ḡ11 + 1

2

(
Ḡ11 + Ḡ21 + Ḡ12 + Ḡ22

) − 2
αū4

β

= 2

(
Ḡ11 − αū4

β

)
+ G∆1

< G∆1. (3.45)

It is easy to show that the matrixG is negative definite. The determinant of ann-
dimensional matrix is equal to the volume of a parallelepiped inn-dimensional space, if
the vertices of this parallelepiped are defined by the column vectors of this matrix (see for
example Strang, 1976). All the components of all the column vectors inG are negative and
non-zero. Therefore the volume of the parallelepiped spanned byG is positive for evenn,
and this volume is negative for oddn. Hence the following holds:

(−1)n|G| > 0,

which meansG is negative definite. Therefore one reaches the conclusion

Ḣ = −βū−3δuTGδu < 0, (3.46)
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for non-zero disturbances. Because of (3.34) and (3.46), disturbances decay, and hence the
formation flight is asymptotically stable.

Let us proceed to discuss the effect due to thrust fluctuationδτi exp(iΩ t). This acts as a
forcing term in (3.21) and induces disturbances inδxi andδui . The existence of a Liapunov
function, having the nature (3.46), implies that all the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of the
system (3.32) are negative. Letλi be i th eigenvalue of the Jacobian, then the effect due to
the forcing is given by the convolution∫ t

0
exp[λi (t − τ)] exp(iΩτ)dτ = − iΩ + λi

Ω2 + λ2
i

exp(iΩ t) + iΩ + λi

Ω2 + λ2
i

exp(λi t).

The last term in the right-hand side of the equation above converges, ast tends to infinity.
The first term, however, remains. Letδi be an amplitude of a disturbance inδxi induced by
thrust fluctuation. One obtains the relations

cmaxẋi = ui

= ū + δi cosΩ t,

u̇i = −Ωδi sinΩ t .

One can rewrite these relations as

(ui − ū)2 + (u̇i/Ω)2 = δi
2. (3.47)

This constitutes a limit cycle solution, which depicts an ellipse with its centre of foci at
(ui , u̇i ) = (ū, 0) in the phase plane. In this case formation flight exists in a time-averaged
sense, and each bird flies to and fro around an average position in the formation. If all the
birds flap their wings synchronously, the configuration of birds is unchanged from that of
the steady-state solution.

4. Numerical results and discussion

This section presents specific configurations of formation flight. Sample calculations are
confined to the cases of birds having the same parameters and flying at the same transverse
interval, because the existence and stability of formation flight is proved for these cases
only in the previous section.

4.1 Assumptions on numerical examples

To carry out numerical calculation, one needs to specify a bird and its parameters,α, β, τ̄ .
This study uses the European cormorantPhalacrocorax carbo, which is known to fly in a
formation. Basic data can be found in Tennekes (1996) and Azuma (1992):

mg = 21·0 [N],
S = 0·250 [m2],

full span= 1·60 [m],
cruising speed= 14·9 [m s−1],

CD0 = 0·0500.
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Physical data are as follows:

ρ = 1·25 [kg m−3],
g = 9·80 [m s−2].

Replacing theτ̄ − δτi term with τ̄ in (3.11) and using the data above, one obtains the
parameters

α = 0·00365[m−1],
β = 40·9 [m3 s−4],
τ̄ = 0·994 [m s−2].

4.2 Method of solution

We want to solven − 1 equations (3.24) in terms ofn bird locations. The discrepancy
between the numbers of equations and unknowns will be resolved by taking relative
locations as unknowns. Furthermore, we can reduce the number of unknowns down to
[(n − 1)/2] by noting the symmetry about the streamwise centre line of a formation. We
assign the number one to birds in the flock centre and count outward in the positivey-
direction, and use these numbers as suffixes. Let us introduce the unknown vector defined
by

x = (x2, x3, . . . , xm)T. (4.1)

where{xi } denotes thex-component of distance between the centre of the bound vortex of
the bird in the centre of the flock and that of thei th bird; the numberm is given by

m =
[

n − 1

2

]
.

The basic equations can be rewritten in a vector form:

f(x) = 0, (4.2)

where

f(x) = ( f1, f2, . . . , fm−1)
T, (4.3)

and

fi =
m∑

j=1

[{
Ḡ ji + Ḡ∗

j i

}
−

{
Ḡ ji+1 + Ḡ∗

j i+1

}]
;

Ḡ∗
j i is an interaction function havingx ji andy ji + 2yi as indices;yi is they-component

of thei th bird’s position vector.
We shall solve (4.2) in terms of (4.1) by use of Newton–Raphson method. Letx(n) be

thenth approximation, and the iteration process shall be given by

x(n) = x(n−1) −
(

∂f
∂x

)−1

x=x(n−1)

· f(x(n−1)). (4.4)
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FIG. 5. Non-dimensional induced-velocity distribution around an elliptic lifting-line system inz = 0 plane. The
distribution ofg in terms ofx andy is given by (3.5).

To evaluate the convergence of this iterative process, we adopt the following threshold
upon a relative error:

|x(n) − x(n−1)|
|x(n)| < 10−7.

In this process one needs to calculate the interaction functions (3.4), which consists of
the calculation of induced velocity (3.5) and weighted integration of it.

As summarized by Abramowitz & Stegun (1972), the process of the arithmetic–
geometric mean, starting from modulus and co-modulus, converges to the complete elliptic
integrals up to 16 significant digits within five or six iterations.

In Fig. 5, the induced velocity distribution around an elliptic lifting-line system
is depicted by this numerical evaluation of the complete elliptic integrals. There are
singularities at the edges of a wing and its wake. This is due to the first term in the right-
hand side of (3.5) and not related to the complete elliptic integrals. It is necessary to take
care of these singularities in order to evaluate the integral (3.3). Judging from the weighting
function

√
1 − η2 in (3.3), the best choice of numerical integration is the Gaussian

quadrature based on the Tchebychev polynomials of the second kind (Abramowitz &
Stegun, 1972):

∫ 1

−1

√
1 − η2g(x ji , Y ji ) dη ≈

N∑
k=1

π sin2 θk

N + 1
g(x ji , Y jik

), (4.5)
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whereN is the number of pivotal points;

θk = k

N + 1
π;

and

Y jik
= cosθk + |y ji |.

In the close vicinity of a wing tip, 0.1 times semi-span clearance, a series of test calculation
about the first term in (3.5) was carried out. It was shown that numerical results converged
up to 15 significant digits with 33 pivotal points. Therefore this study adopted a 33-point
Gaussian quadrature. This is the most accurate result ever obtained.

4.3 Annotation of the results

This section discusses configurations of birds in a flock, that corresponds to the steady-state
solution to (2.8), and their effects on energy-saving flight.

Figure 6 shows how the transverse interval between wing tips affects configurations.
The number of birds is fixed at ten in these numerical calculations. The larger the intervals
become, the flatter the configurations. One bird’s location in a flock becomes less important
as the transverse distances between birds become larger. Flight in a formation carries few
advantages, if transverse intervals are greater than several semi-spans.

Figure 7 shows how the number of birds affects configurations. These numerical results
are obtained for an interval fixed at 0·1 times semi-span.

In the case of two birds the discussion in Section 3.3 and (3.24) reveals that a possible
solution corresponds to a side-by-side configuration. I did not include this trivial case in
Fig. 7.

As shown in Figs 6 and 7, the stable solutions assume parabola-like U configurations
for any numbers of birds. A twofold mechanics makes such a configuration: (1) as
described by the induced velocity distribution functiong in Fig. 5, favourable upwash
induced by flock members increases in the downstream direction and decreases in the
transverse direction; (2) birds in-between their flock members can gain upwash from both
sides, while birds at edges of the flock obtain upwash from one side only. Therefore birds
in-between are pushed forward, and edge birds stay behind their flock members. Thus a U
configuration emerges.

Flying within the U configuration, every bird has the same amount of induced drag in
the flock. Flying ahead is less advantageous to reduce drag, while flying behind within this
configuration saves more energy.

As Fig. 8 shows, birds do fly in U formation. But more often they fly in wedge-like V
formations. In such formations leading birds indeed fly harder than trailing birds. It should,
however, be emphasized that even a leading bird can fly more easily in a formation than it
flies alone, because flying in other birds’ upwash always reduces drag. This is confirmed
by the field observations of V formation (Weimerskirchet al., 2001).

Field observation also raises the question of why a real configuration is frequently
rearranged to a larger extent. One possible reason is due to transient disturbances like gust.
Another possibility is attributed to the living nature of birds’ formations. Reynolds (1987)
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studied the flocking mechanism. His heuristic model, calledboid, does not incorporate any
physics, but simulates flocking features as follows:

(1) Collision avoidance: avoid collisions with nearby flock members;

(2) Velocity matching: attempt to match velocity with nearby flock members;

(3) Flock centring: attempt to stay close to nearby flock members.

His boids do not fly in a formation like the present results but they fly like a flock of
starlings. In reality birds fly in a formation because of physical as well as biological reasons
and hence formations observed in the fields are not always inverted U.

Let us discuss energy-saving effects. Figure 9 shows variation of cruising velocities in
formations with various intervals and numbers of birds. The cruising speed in solo flight is
14·9 m s−1, while cruising speeds can be as fast as 16 m s−1. The distance between birds
is the most important of aerodynamic interactions, so the interval between birds becomes
the primary factor to enhance terminal velocities: the closer birds fly together, the more
easily they can fly. The number of birds is the secondary factor to make flight effective.
The effect of remote birds diminishes as the number of birds increases.
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It is also important to consider how induced drag is reduced by aerodynamic
interactions. To clarify this effect, let us introduce the drag reduction rate defined as
follows:

Ḡii − ∑n
j=1 Ḡ ji

Ḡii
. (4.6)

Figure 10 shows the relation between this rate, intervals between birds, and the number
of birds. This figure demonstrates the remarkable effect of drag reduction: even a pair of
birds with a span interval gains 10% reduction in drag; if birds fly as close together as
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FIG. 8. Migrant cranes flying in the U configuration (Schlichting, 1942).
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possible, drag can even be halved. Earlier studies (Wieselsberger, 1914; Schlichting, 1942;
Hummel, 1973, 1978, 1983, 1995, 1996; Filippone, 1996) emphasized the effect on drag
reduction, and the present prediction agrees qualitatively with their results. A small amount
of quantitative discrepancy is attributed to the difference in models, i.e. a constant strength
vortex or elliptic vorticity distributions.
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5. Conclusions

This study has analysed formation flight as the complex dynamical system (2.8), and has
revealed the following facts:

(1) Formation flight is not always feasible. There exists a necessary condition (3.20). If this
necessary condition is fulfilled, then the cruising state behaves as a global attractor.

(2) Formation flight among physically identical birds does exist and is stable in a Liapunov
sense. If the thrust is constant, formation flight (3.22) is asymptotically stable. If
thrust fluctuates periodically, there exists a limit cycle solution (3.47) moving around
a formation-flight solution of constant thrust. The dynamical system (2.8) does not
exhibit chaotic behaviour.

(3) The presented method of solution (4.4) is semi-analytic, quickly converging and very
accurate. Numerical calculations reach stable solutions, which closely resemble the
solutions given by former studies. Parabola-like U configurations are found for the
steady-state solutions to (2.8). In these configurations the same amount of drag acts on
every bird. These configurations emerge in a self-organizing manner.

(4) In a formation every flock member has some advantage of reducing its induced drag.
Even in a V formation a leading bird suffers less drag than flying alone.

The study affords primary information about the dynamics of formation flight. The
result is, however, still confined to the realm of idealization, for the theoretical basis
relies on steady lifting-line theory. There remain challenges to be studied in this vast field:
the formation dynamics of birds with different parameters, motion with more degrees of
freedom, and so on.
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Appendix. Long-distance horizontal flight in minimum time

This appendix explains why constant thrust is assumed in this study on the basis of
optimum control theory: e.g. Bryson & Ho (1975).

The problem, how to control the thrustτi to travel for a given distance in minimum
time, is mathematically formulated as follows. Supposet f denotes travelling time, then:

Minimize t f =
∫ t f

0
dt

subject to the state equation (2.8), the integral constraint on a distance∫ t f

0
ui dt = D,

and the lower and upper bounds on the control variable

0 � τi � τmax.

In the expression aboveD andτmax denote the given distance and the maximum thrust,
respectively.

Introducing Lagrange multipliersλ1 andλ2, one can extend the objective as follows:∫ t f

0
dt +

∫ t f

0
λ1

{
u̇i − αi u

2
i −

n∑
j=1

β j G ji u
−1
i u−1

j + τi

}
dt + λ2

{∫ t f

0
ui dt − D

}
.

In other words, the Hamiltonian of the problem,H , assumes the form

H = 1 + λ1

{
u̇i − αi u

2
i −

n∑
j=1

β j G ji u
−1
i u−1

j + τi

}
+ λ2ui .

This is a linear function ofτi , and hence has extremal at the boundary values of the control
variable:

τi =



τmax if λ1 > 0,

0 if λ1 < 0.

The positiveλ1 corresponds to the acceleration phase, while the negativeλ1 corresponds
to the deceleration phase. Therefore the constant thrust is practically meaningful in an
optimum control sense.


